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The purpose of this study was to determine the effect

of a program of rhythmic training upon the ability to

perform music at sight. In addition to examining the

overall sight-reading improvement, rhythm reading improvement

was also investigated. The program of rhythmic training

utilized the Temporal Acuity Products (TAP) system as the

rhythm training aid.

Fifty-four subjects were selected from the concert

bands at Eastfield and Richland Colleges of the Dallas

County Community College District, Dallas, Texas. The

subjects were classified as to whether they were currently

receiving private instruction,and then assigned randomly

to experimental and control groups. All subjects were

pretested and posttested using the Watkins-Farnum

Performance Scale (WFPS) as the criterion measurement. A

retention test which was administered approximately two

months after the posttest also used the WFPS as the

criterion measure.

The experimental groups trained one hour per week for

six weeks using the TAP system in addition to band



instruction. The control groups continued with the regular

band rehearsal schedule.

An analysis of covariance statistical technique was

employed using the pretest and posttest scores in order to

determine the effectiveness of the program of rhythmic

training on overall sight-reading ability and rhythm reading

ability. The resulting F value of the total sight-reading

scores was 1.407. This F value was not significant. The

resulting F value of the rhythm reading scores was 5.692,

which was considered significant. This significant F

value indicated that the program of rhythmic training was

effective in the improvement of rhythm reading skills.

A retention test was administered approximately two

months following the posttest in order to determine long-

term retention. A t-test for related samples revealed a

t-ratio of 5.940. The t-ratio was significant, indicating

that the program of rhythmic training was effective when

considering the long-term effect of rhythmic training on

the improvement of sight-reading skills.

From these findings, it was concluded that the program

of rhythmic training did not affect the ability to perform

music at sight. A transfer of rhythm reading to sight-

reading did not take place.

Results of the retention test indicated an improvement

in the experimental group's scores over an extended period



of time. This improvement revealed that when subjects

were tested after two months, the program of rhythmic

training did have an effect on sight-reading ability.

It was also concluded that there might be a hierarchy

of skills in which rhythmic training is only one aspect.

Furthermore, there could be a combination of skills which

must improve simultaneously in order to effect overall

sight-reading ability.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The improvement of sight-reading skills has long been

a major concern of many music educators. Different systems

of training procedures and numerous suggestions for the

improvement of sight-reading techniques have been published.

However, empirical investigations of this area under

controlled conditions have been less numerous. Drake

noted:

Most of the rather scant research in music has
dealt with eye movement, eye span, reading rate,
span of recognition, and perceptual span. This
has been primarily diagnostic in character rather
than prognostic. Very little has been done to
develop training methods. Experienced musicians
have used quite subjective approaches growing
out of observation and introspection resulting
in such generalized statements about music
reading as, "look ahead," "read groups," ignorey
mistakes," "practice," and "develop confidence."

There are many factors that may influence sight-

reading ability. Technical skills, such as endurance,

facility, and tonal range, seem to be necessary in order

to sight-read literature of a more difficult nature.

'Alan H. Drake, "A Review of 'The Reading of Rhythm
Notation Approached Experimentally According to Techniques
and Principles of Word Reading' by William B. Christ,"
Council for Research in Music Education, XXXII (Spring,
1966), 79.

1
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Private instruction, or the lack of private instruction,

could also have an influence on sight-reading ability.

Also the ability to anticipate melodic line (to feel tonic-

dominant cadential relationships) might be helpful

especially in reading tonal music.

Many music educators and theorists suggest that rhythm

is the first priority to be considered in the improvement

of sight-reading ability. For example, many authors of

theory texts concerned primarily with music reading have

stressed the importance of a firm understanding of rhythmic

considerations by introducing rhythmic concepts at the

beginning of their books.2 In a list of priorities for

sight-reading, which included scale mastery and physical

facility, Saffir gave rhythm the first consideration.3

Cohen pointed out:

If one can mentally discipline himself in the
area of beat and rhythm, not only will other
elements be easier to master physically, but

2
James C. Carlsen, Melodic Perception: A Program of

Self Instruction (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1965), frame 3; Grovesnor Cooper and Leonard Meyer, The
Rhythmic Structure of Music, University of Chicago, 1960;
Leon Dallin, Introduction to Music Reading: A Program For
Personal Instruction (Glenview, Ill.: Scott Foresman and
Co., p. 3; Paul Hindemith, Elementary Training for
Musicians (New York: Associated Music Publishers, Inc.,
1946), pp. 3-8.

3Kurt Saffir, "Sight-reading: Never Mind the Notes,"
Music Journal, XXX (February, 1972), 25.
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also, the mental discipline will carry over into
all areas eventually in a well-prepared
performance. 4

Kohut stated:

Rhythm is probably the greatest single problem
confronting the instrumental beginner. Lack of
sight-reading ability on the part of advanced
students can frequently be blamed to a large
degree upon difficulty in rhythmic reading.5

Louder concluded that "sight-reading practice should strive

for absolute rhythmic accuracy; even at the occasional

expense of pitch accuracy. "6 Crews suggested the use

of a rhythmic rather than a melodic approach to music

reading and stated, "there can be rhythm without melody

but not melody without some kind of rhythm. "

In the area of controlled research, Van Nuys and

Weaver conducted a study concerning reading rhythms and

melodies. They found rhythmic factors to be the limiting

conditions for reading rate and average pause duration

whenever the rhythm was not extremely simple. They

4 Sheryl Cohen, "Rhythm and Beat in Relation to Tongue
and Finger Control," School Musician, XLVII (February,
1976) , 21.

5Daniel Kohut, "Any Rhythm Problems?" The
Instrumentalist, XIX (February, 1965),, 68.

J. E. Louder, "Evaluation of a Sight-Reading Test
Administered to Freshman Piano Classes," Journal of Research
in Music Education, XXII (Spring, 1973), 73.

7Katherine Crews, "A Review of 'A Comparative Study of
Two Methods of Teaching Music Reading to First Grade
Children by Developing a Vocabulary of Tonal Patterns,'
by Janice Klemish," Council for Research in Music Education,
XL (Winter, 1974)., 39.
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concluded that an increase in the rate of reading depends

upon improvement in the ability to grasp rhythm patterns

or figures.8

There have been a number of training programs designed

that were concerned with rhythmic reading. Some dealt

with foot-tapping and body movement. Other programs made

use of the tachistoscope, and a third group of training

devices utilized electronic means.

In the area of foot-tapping and body movement,

Skornika developed and tested a program of rhythmic

training that started beginner instrumentalists with

quarter notes and rests combined with foot-tapping.

Previous instrumental method books had started with whole

notes and rests and then proceeded to half notes and

eventually quarter notes. The results of Skornica's

study indicated that foot-tapping and starting with the

pulse (beat note) improved the reading ability of the

beginning student. 9 Boyle devised a program that involved

the student with tapping the underlying beat with his

foot while first clapping the rhythm patterns before

K. Van Nuys and H. E. Weaver, "Memory Span and
Visual Pauses in Reading Rhythms and Melodies,"
Psychological Monograms, LV, Part 1 (1943), 50.

9Joseph E. Skornika, "The Function of Time and Rhythm
in Instrumental Music Reading Competency," unpublished
doctoral dissertation, Oregon State College, Corvallis,
Oregon, 1958.
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playing them on the instruments. Boyle's conclusions

supported his theory that the ability to read music at

sight was dependent upon the ability to read rhythms at

sight. 10

Some training programs in rhythmic reading have been

concerned with the use of the tachistoscope as it relates

to rhythmic reading. Christ used the tachistoscope to

teach rhythms to college music students. Results of

Christ's study indicated that tachistoscopic training

aided rhythmic reading. 11 Wiley tested the effectiveness

of the tachistoscope and conventional techniques in

developing the ability of fifth-grade students to sight-

read rhythms. Wiley's results indicated very little

difference between tachistoscopic and traditional

training. 12

Several programs have been devised for teaching

rhythmic reading with electronic assistance. Mears

devised a program that utilized an IBM Card Punch Console

10John D. Boyle, "The Effect of Prescribed Rhythmical
Movements on the Ability to Sight Read Music," unpublished
doctoral dissertation, University of Kansas, Lawrence,
Kansas, 1968.

11 William B. Christ, "Reading of Rhythm Notation
Approached Experimentally According to Techniques and
Principles of Word Reading," unpublished doctoral
dissertation, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, 1954.

12 C. A. Wiley, "An Experimental Study of Tachisto-
scopic Techniques in Teaching Rhythmic Sight-Reading in
Music," unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of
Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, 1962.
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to teach rhythm and to read the rhythmic responses for

quantitative evaluation. This program seemed to focus more

upon the testing of the possibility of using the IBM Console

than upon the testing of the rhythmic program being used.1 3

Doerksen constructed an electrical device that provided

individualized instruction for performing rhythms

accurately. This device operated by activating a series

of lights upon correct responses. Doerksen's study was

14to gather preliminary information about the machine.

Drake designed an apparatus that measured rhythmic

precision. He examined the manner in which trained players

responded to rhythmic notation. Results of Drake's study

indicated that objective and precise measurement of beat

reproduction, beat steadiness, and beat subdivision

accuracy can be accomplished.15 Ihrke designed an

electronic device by which a student could receive immediate

feedback, thus allowing the ability to correct a rhythmic

mistake. Results of Ihrke's study indicated that automated

13 Wilfred G. Mears, "Tri-Sensory Reinforcement of a
Rhythm Learning Program," unpublished doctoral dissertation,
Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida, 1965.

1 4 David Paul Doerksen, "Development of an Electronic
Rhythmic Instructional Device," unpublished doctoral
dissertation, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, 1972.

1 5 Alan H. Drake, "An Experimental Study of Selected
Variables in the Performance of Musical Durational
Notation," Journal of Research in Music Education, XVI
(Winter, 1968) , 329-338.
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rhythm training techniques were a useful supplement to

music instruction.1 6

Shrader conducted a study which devised and tested an

electronic device that would aid musicians in sight-

reading rhythms. The results of his study indicated that

the participants of the study showed an improvement in the

ability to tap rhythmic patterns. However, the study did

not attempt to test the students' general sight-reading

ability. Shrader's device is the only electronic, self-

paced, training machine readily available to music

educators. This machine has been marketed under the trade

name Temporal Ac Products (TAP).17

The TAP program was designed to provide the student

with immediate reinforcement and to allow the teacher

instructional flexibility. The program consists of a

Tap-master unit, a set of tapes, and a manual. Each

student may work at his own pace and can begin at

different places in the manual, depending upon the results

of the placement test printed at the beginning of the

student manual. A digital counter records the number of

correct responses as well as an audible drum tap which is

1 6 Walter R. Ihrke, "Automated Music Training: Final
Report on Phase One," Journal of Research in Music
Education, XIX (Winter, 1971) ,474-480.

17 David L. Shrader, The TAP Rhythm System, Inter-
mediate Series (Seattle, Washington: Temporal Acuity
Products, 1974).
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present only on correct responses. The exercises in the

TAP Intermediate series consist mainly of eight-measure

phrases and subscribe to the principle of "one symbol-one

articulation."18 Therefore, the student should be able to

perform with either the half, quarter, eighth, or sixteenth

note as the basic duration. The overall objective of the

program is for the student to be able to recognize patterns

(groupings) and to learn to internalize the pulse. The

exercises begin with aural recognition of pulse and proceed

sequentially to quarter, eighth, and sixteenth note

durational concepts.

In addition to Shrader's initial study, the only

published research concerning the TAP system has been

conducted by Swope. In a study involving beginning music

theory students, Swope concluded that the students who used

the TAP system improved in the ability to sight-read

rhythms.19

As Swope and Shrader have indicated, the TAP system

appears useful as a rhythm training device for improving

rhythm reading skills. However, similar to the many other

studies and programs that have attempted to measure the

effectiveness of various programs on rhythmic reading

18Ibid., p. vii.

19Richard L. Swope, "'Improvement of Rhythm Sight
Reading Ability Through Use of the TAP System," Pennsylvania

Music Educators Association Bulletin, Z(VI (Fall, 1977),

23-26.
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skills, neither Swope nor Shrader concerned themselves with

measuring the effect of rhythm reading skills on an overall

ability to read music at sight. Rhythmic training may

improve rhythm reading skills but may not have any or only

little effect on sight-reading skills in general.

At this point, many studies have investigated rhythmic

reading but have not attempted to control two crucial areas.

In order to determine whether a program of rhythmic training

would improve sight-reading, it would seem important to

ascertain whether the subjects improved as a result of the

treatment or as a result of private instruction. Therefore,

it was necessary to identify those students currently

receiving private instruction. It may also be that there

is an immediate effect produced by a program of rhythmic

training and that this effect may lessen or possibly

increase over a longer period of time. It would, therefore,

seem to be important to determine whether there would be

a long-term effect produced by a program of rhythmic

training.

This researcher believes that it would seem important

to examine the effectiveness of a rhythm training program

not only on the improvement of rhythm-reading skills but

also on the improvement of overall sight-reading skills.

Only if a transfer effect from rhythm to general sight-

reading skills can be observed under empirically controlled
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conditions may one conclude that the improvement of rhythm

reading skills is the key to the improvement of the ability

to read music at sight.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to determine the effect

of a program of rhythmic training on the ability to

perform music at sight.

Problems of the Study

The specific problems of this study were

1. To determine the difference in sight-reading

skills between a group of students receiving a program of

rhythmic training and a group of students receiving no

rhythmic training;

2. To determine the difference in sight-reading skills

between a group of students receiving private music

instruction and a group of students receiving no private

music instruction;

3. To determine the difference in sight-reading skills

between a group of students receiving a program of rhythmic

training in addition to private music instruction and a

group of students receiving only private music instruction;

4. To determine the difference in sight-reading skills

between a group of students receiving a program of rhythmic

training and no private music instruction and a group of
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students receiving no private music instruction and no

rhythmic training;

5. To determine the long-term effect of a program of

rhythmic training on a select group of students in the

experimental group.

Hypotheses

The problems were investigated under the following

null hypotheses:

1. There is no significant difference in sight-reading

skills between a group of students receiving a program of

rhythmic training (experimental group) and a group of

students not receiving a program of rhythmic training

(control group);

2. There is no significant difference in sight-reading

skills between a group of students receiving private music

instruction and a group of students not receiving private

music instruction;

3. There is no significant difference in sight-reading

skills between the experimental and control groups derived

from those students receiving private music instruction;

4. There is no significant difference in sight-reading

skills between the experimental and control groups derived

from those students receiving no private music instruction;
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5. There is no significant difference in sight-reading

skills from a pretest and retention test given to all

available subjects of the experimental group;

6. There is no significant difference in rhythm

reading skills between a group of students receiving a

program of rhythmic training (experimental group) and a

group of students not receiving a program of rhythmic

training (control group);

7. There is no significant difference in rhythm

reading skills between, a group of students receiving

private music instruction and a group of students not

receiving private music instruction;

8. There is no significant difference in rhythm

reading skills between the experimental and control groups

derived from those students receiving private music

instruction;

9. There is no significant difference in rhythm

reading skills between the experimental and control groups

derived from those students receiving no private music

instruction.

Definition of Terms

For the purpose of this study, the following terms

were defined.

Sight-readin skills--the performance of the music

reading tasks included in the Watkins-Farnum Performance
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Scale (WFPS), Form A. Sight-reading skills were measured

by total sight-reading scores which included all the elements

of performance--pitch, rhythm, time, expression, slur,

rests, holds and pauses, and repeats.

Rhythm reading skills--rhythm reading skills were

measured by the scores on the WFPS, Form A, which included

only the performance element of rhythm.

Rhythm--a continued presence of meter in which the

time values were a multiple (or fraction) of a beat, and

the measures were normally accented on the first beat.

For this study r referred to the tasks included in

the program of rhythmic training being investigated.

Long-term effect--the period of time between the

posttest and the retention test (approximately two months).

Delimitations

The following delimitations were made for this specific

study:

1. The study was limited to wind instrumentalists

enrolled in the concert bands at Eastfield and Richland

Colleges of the Dallas County Community College District;

2. The experimental treatment was limited in time to

eight weeks, March 8, 1977 through May 6, 1977;

3. The self-paced aspect of the TAP system was

limited to accommodate the experimental schedule;
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4. The retention test was limited to those students

in the Eastfield College experimental groups who were

available approximately two months after they had completed

the posttest.



CHAPTER. II

RELATED LITERATURE

In 1965 Schneider and Cady reported,

. . the research of music reading is sparse.
Totally only twelve competent studies were found
in the literature [to 1962]. Of this number,
six were conducted at the elementary level, two
at the junior high level, and four at the senior
high level.

Since this report by Schneider and Cady in 1962,

there have been a number of studies which address the

problem of music reading. For the purpose of this study,

a review of the research relating to the improvement of

sight-reading skills was limited to studies utilizing

software (printed materials) and studies utilizing

hardware (mechanical or electronic) as a means of sight-

reading training. The studies reviewed also dealt

specifically with the effect of rhythm training as it

pertained to music reading skills (rhythmic and/or

melodic).

Erwin H. Schneider and Henry L. Cady, Evaluation and
Synthesis of Research Studies Relati to Music Education
(U.S. Office of Education Cooperative Research Project,
1965), p. 194.

15
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Studies Utilizing Software

Recent research in music reading had been conducted

in the area of metric and representational notation by

Jones, 2 Mortenson, 3 and Gregory. 4 Metric-representational

notation is a system of notation which seems to represent

rhythms more graphically than regular or conventional

notation. Metric-representational notation grew out of the

research conducted by Osborn.5 The basic difference

between conventional and metric-representational notation

is that metric-representational notation makes use of

exactly proportional linear spacing of duration and a staff

which helps identify the pulse. Traditional and metric-

representational notation can be compared by the following:6

2Howell T. Jones, "The Relationship of Selected
Factors and Music Reading Achievement," unpublished
doctoral dissertation, Michigan State University, Ann
Arbor, Michigan, 1968.

3Glenn R. Mortenson, "Development and Use of
Computerized Procedures for Scoring Sight Reading of
Rhythms to Compare the Effectiveness of Metric and
Representational Notation," unpublished doctoral
dissertation, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois,
1970.

4Thomas B. Gregory, "The Effect of Rhythmic Notation
Variables on Sight-Reading Errors," Journal of Research in
Music Education, XX (Winter, 1972), 462-466.

5Leslie A. Osborn, "Notation Should Be Metric and
Representational," Journal of Research in Music Education,
XIV (Summer, 1966), 67-83.

6Gregory, op. cit., p. 463.



Traditional

Metric-
representational

The purpose of Jones' study was to investigate the

relationships among perceptual time span, intelligence,

music background, verbal reading, and music reading

achievement. The problems investigated through his study

were to design tests which measured verbal recognition,

notation copy, aural recognition, and sight-reading

achievement. Perceptual time span was defined as the

"amount of time that a person is allowed to see a specific

amount of musical score.1" The time span was regulated by

the use of the tachistoscope. Jones sampled elementary,

junior high, high school, and college-level students.

The participants were given a series of tests after which

a sight-reading test was administered. Correlations,

analysis of variance, and t-ratios were used in data

analyses.

Twenty non-music college students were selected from

a Foundations of Music Class. In addition to the college

students, subjects were also chosen from the fourth

through twelfth grades in the Detroit and Lansing, Michigan

Public School Systems. A total of thirty subjects were

Jones, op. cit., p. 5.
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selected from the elementary and junior high levels, and

twenty-six from the high school level. Students were

identified as to whether or not they had prior musical

experience either through playing in musical ensembles or

by having private instruction. Although Jones identified

the public school subjects as to whether they had some

prior musical experience, this information was not used in

the analysis of his data.

The Jones study revealed a low correlation between

perceptual time span and music reading achievement.

According to the results of the study, verbal reading

ability did not relate significantly to music reading

achievement. Furthermore, the correlation between

intelligence and music reading achievement was low.

Jones concluded:

1. Music background did not have a high degree
of relationship with intelligence, sight-
singing, perceptual time span, verbal
reading, or tachistoscope training.

2. Perceptual time span did make a difference
in the ability of normal children to read
music.

3. There was no appreciable relationship
between intelligence and sight-reading
ability.

The purpose of Gregory's study was to contribute new

information on the effect of stimulus presentation variables

on sight-reading errors in order to develop more effective

8Ibid., pp. 55-56.
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and efficient instructional designs. The problems of the

study were to:

1. Determine whether total sightreading errors
were affected by the special logic of the
rhythmic factor in notation and;

2. Determine whether the number of rhythmic
errors made in an instrumental sight-reading
performance were affected by the spatial logic
of the rhythmic factor in notation.

Gregory tested clarinet students in grades seven

through twelve to determine if different methods of

notation affected the ability to sight-read music. The

WFPS was used as the evaluation instrument. The four

methods tested were:

1. Notation spaced conventionally in regard to
rhythm;

2. Notation spaced conventionally in regard to
rhythm, but with the beats indicated;

3. Notation spaced in proportion to its rhythmic
duration; and

4. Notation incorporating stemless note heads
elongated1 n proportion to the notes'
duration.

There were no significant differences among the mean scores

of the four methods. The results of Gregory's study were

that neither total sight-reading errors nor rhythmic

errors were affected by the spatial logic of the rhythmic

notation.11 Gregory did not state any conclusions for

the study.

9Gregory, op. cit. p.462. Ibid. p. 463.

1 lIbid., p. 462.
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Mortenson compared metric-representational notation

with traditional notation in regard to their effect on the

ability to sight-read rhythms after a period of training.

The purposes of Mortenson's study were:

1. To examine the effect of metric-representational
notation on the ability of high school
instrumentalists to read rhythms, and

2. To develop alethod of assessing rhythmic
performance.

Mortenson did not mention problems specific to his study.

Eighty-five subjects were drawn from the band at Ridgewood

High School, Norridge, Illinois. The subjects were

divided at random into the experimental and control groups.

Each group received three weeks of training with two

forty-five-minute sessions per week for a total training

time of four and one-half hours. The experimental group's

materials were notated in the traditional style. A pretest

and posttest were designed by Mortenson to determine the

ability to read rhythms. The pretest measured only the

reading of traditional notation. The posttest measured

the experimental group in reading metric-representational

notation and the control group reading conventional

notation. Each subject tapped the rhythm of a melodic

line as if it were played on an instrument. Although

the exercises were notated melodically, the response was

only by tapping the rhythm.1 3

1 3 Ibid.1 2Mortenson, op. cit., p. 10.
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The pretests and posttests were tape-recorded. The

impulses on the test recordings were transferred to paper

computer tape by using a Teletype model BRPE II high-speed

paper tape punch. Two tracks appeared on the paper tape

which contained experimental data, one for subject response

and the other for the metronome click. Duration deviation

and extra/omitted notes were scored by hand. The edited

paper was transferred to numerical data and scored on

magnetic computer tape. Interval deviation and beat

syncronization were scored from the computer tape by a

CDC 6400 computer.

Average group raw scores were computed for the four

criterion on the pretests and posttests. Mean improvement

scores were determined for each group on all criterion.

To test the significance of the differences in experimental/

control mean improvement scores for each criterion,

Mortenson used the critical ratio (T) formula.1 4

Mortenson deemed his evaluation of rhythmic performance

successful "with qualifications. "15 These qualifications

referred to the fact that no standardized test was available,

therefore, original tests were written for the experiment.

The pretest and posttest were judged equivalent by four

high school band directors. The tests were deemed

reliable for interval deviation and beat syncronization.

15Ibid., p. 121.14 Ibid ., p . 119*.
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However, the coefficients for duration deviation and extra/

omitted notes were not considered reliable. Mortenson

concluded:

1. Training with metric-representational notation,

as compared to similar training with traditional notation

improved rhythmic reading; and

2. The low reliability of duration deviation and

extra/omitted notes criterions complicated any clear-cut

conclusion concerning effectiveness of the training program.

In view of the voluminous amount of music already

printed and the current traditional reading techniques,

this writer feels that it is doubtful that metric-

representational notation will ever become a wide-spread

practice. However, as noticed in the studies mentioned,

the concept of equidistant spacing did prove beneficial

when used in rhythm training.

Within the area of software, the following three

studies by Skornika,16 Boyle, and Tucker18 related

16 Joseph E. Skornika, "The Function of Time and
Rhythm in Instrumental Music Reading Competency,"
unpublished doctoral dissertation, Oregon State College,
Cornvallis, Oregon, 1958.

7J. David Boyle, "The Effect of Prescribed Rhythmical
Movements on the Ability to Read Music at Sight,"
unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Kansas,
Lawrence, Kansas, 1968.

18 Gerald L. Tucker, "The Influence of Isolated Rhythmic
Drill on Growth in Sight Singing," unpublished doctoral
dissertation, The University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma,
1969.
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specifically to the effect rhythmic training had on the

ability to perform music at sight. The purpose of

Skornika's study was to compare beginning instrumental

teaching methods. The study followed the pretest-posttest

control group design in which the experimental group

received training with a method that started with quarter

notes and rests, combined with foot tapping. The control

group was taught in the traditional manner which started

with whole notes and whole rests, combined with foot

tapping. The subjects of the study were beginning

instrumentalists from public elementary schools in four

Oregon cities. The control group contained seventy-two

subjects and the experimental group contained seventy-seven

subjects. The WFPS as well as two reading tests composed

by Skornika, served as criteria measures.19  The Critical

Ratio was computed to test the significance of difference

between mean scores of the control and experimental group.

Skornika's findings supported the view that sight-

reading can be improved through rhythmic training. He

concluded that a method of instruction which emphasized

time and rhythm in early training developed more competent

music reading than methods which did not provide this

. 20
emphasis.

1 9 Skornika, op. cit. p. 57. 20 Ibid., p. 63.
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Boyle conducted a study with twenty-four junior high

school bands in northeastern Kansas. Boyle hypothesized

that "music sight reading ability could be improved by

having students tap the underlying beat with their foot

while first clapping the rhythm patterns to be learned

and then playing them on their band instruments." 21 Data

were obtained for 191 of the 874 students comprising the

24 bands. These students were selected randomly from the

population.

Two criterion measures were employed:

1. A rhythm sight-reading test, rotated on a single

pitch, which was drawn from the WFPS; and

2. The WFPS.

A t-test for mean differences was used to determine

whether gains made by the control and experimental groups

were statistically significant. A correlation coefficient

was also computed between students' pretest scores on the

rhythm sight-reading test and the WFPS. A correlation

coefficient of .81 was found to exist between the two sets

of scores. This fairly high correlation was interpreted

as supporting Boyle's view that "the ability to read music

at sight is dependent in large part upon the ability to

read rhythms at sight." 22  Bodily movement in the form of

21Boyle, op. cit., p. 107. 22Ibid.
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clapping rhythms while tapping the basic pulse with the

foot seemed to improve sight-reading skills.

Tucker investigated the influence of isolated

rhythmic drill on growth in sight-singing. Although this

study concerned the improvement of sight-singing (vocal)

skills rather than sight-playing (instrumental) skills,

the concept of rhythmic training seemed to be quite similar

to the problem of the present study. Tucker's purpose

was to determine whether sight-singing difficulties

encountered in melodic reading could be minimized by a

unit of study dealing with rhythmic reading prior to the

study of melodic reading. The subjects used in the

experiment were music "emphasis" students at a private

junior college in Oklahoma. Three tests were used to

determine whether the groups were equal--the Aliferis Music

Achievement Test, the Seashore Measure of Musical Talent

for Pitch, and the Seashore Measure of Musical Talent for

Rhythm.

Although the groups were identified as "equal," no

provisions were made to distinguish between vocal and

instrumental majors or whether all subjects were currently

studying privately. Also, control of ensemble experiences

was not mentioned. It could have been possible for the

choral ensemble to have emphasized rote rehearsal

techniques. Results of the experiment indicated that
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neither the isolated rhythm group nor the traditional group

made significant progress in sight-singing performance.

Tucker concluded that the traditional method included more

items of learning and more involved teaching procedures

than the experimental method. This conclusion supported

the fact that the experimental group performed better in

the beginning of the study and 'the traditional group

improved near the end of the study.2 3

The Skornika and Boyle studies both used the WFPS

as the measure of sight-reading achievement. The Boyle

study parallels the present study with the exception of

the type of rhythm training program and the age group of

the subjects. The software studies which involved rhythm

training produced favorable results such as improved

rhythm reading skill and in the cases of Skornika and

Boyle, improved sight-reading ability.

Studies Utilizing Hardware

One of the most widely utilized machines for training

rhythmic abilities has been the tachistoscope. The

tachistoscope is an apparatus that gives a brief but

accurately measurable exposure of an image. The basic

principle of the tachistoscopic drill is the limitation

and selection of the amount of time which a subject may

2 3 Tucker, op. cit.
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observe an image before responding to it. In other words,

the tachistoscope forces the reader to read at a prescribed

pace. This pace can be as slow as one image per second to

as quick as one-hundredth of a second.

24Tachistoscope studies were conducted by Christ in

25 261953, Hammer in 1961, and Wiley in 1962. Christ used

the tachistoscope as an aid in teaching rhythm reading to

college freshman music theory students. Of the twenty-nine

subjects used in Christ's experiment, eleven were randomly

selected to participate in the experimental training and

the remaining eighteen constituted the control group. The

experimental group received ten hours of training extending

over a seven and one-half week period. The control group

received no additional training. Both groups were tested

on an individual rhythm performance test that consisted of

tapping notated rhythm patterns. Christ's results indi-

cated that the subjects in the experimental group obtained

2 4 William B. Christ, "Reading of Rhythm Notation
Approached Experimentally According to Techniques and
Principles of Word Reading," unpublished doctoral disser-
tation, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, 1954.

25 Harry Hammer, "An Experimental Study of the Use of
the Tachistoscope in the Teaching of Melodic Sight Singing,"
Journal of Research in Music Education, XI (Spring, 1963),
20-54.

2 6 C. A. Wiley, "An Experimental Study of Tachisto-
scopic Techniques in Teaching Rhythmic Sight-Reading in
Music," unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of
Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, 1962.
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"significantly higher scores"27 than those of the control

group. Christ concluded that tachistoscopic techniques.

were an aid to sight reading rhythms.

Wiley's study was designed to determine the effective-

ness of the tachistoscope and conventional techniques in

developing the ability of fifth-grade students to sight

read rhythms. After completing a pilot study, subjects

from two fifth-grade classes in Beaumont, Texas were used

in the study. Wiley utilized the experimental-control

group design with the experimental group receiving tachisto-

scopic training. A pretest-posttest was developed by

Wiley and used as the criterion measure. Wiley's validation

and development of the pretest-posttest was accomplished

through the pilot study. The experimental group received

tachistoscopic training in conjunction with conventional

techniques. The control group received only training

using conventional techniques.

After thirty-three lessons the groups were posttested

using the rhythm reading test. The procedure was then

repeated for ten lessons with the training being reversed,

the control group became the experimental group. The

criterion measure (the pretest-posttest) was again

administered. The difference in the pretest means and the

two posttest means were compiled by the use of a t-test

for related samples.

-"MIPNPMPNNRRWAM "I'llimmm I
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Wiley did not discuss the results of his study, but

made the following conclusions:

1. Tachistoscopic techniques were not significantly

more effective than conventional techniques in teaching

rhythmis sight-reading at the fifth-grade level;

2. Tachistoscopic techniques were not more effective

than conventional techniques in teaching rhythmic sight-

reading to those either above or below the mean in rhythm

recognition;

3. Tachistoscopic techniques were not superior to

conventional techniques in teaching rhythmic sight-reading

to those either above or below the class average in

intelligence;

4. Tachistoscopic techniques were not superior to

conventional techniques in teaching rhythmic sight-reading

to those either with or without instrumental private

lesson experience.28

The purpose of Hammer's study was to determine the

effect of tachistoscopic training on the development of

the melodic sight-singing ability of fourth-grade

students. 29Hammer developed a method for teaching

melodic sight-singing which utilized both tachistoscopic

and conventional techniques. The subjects for the study

were two fourth-grade classes which were taught by Hammer.

28 .c29Wiley, op. ci~t. Hammer, op. cit.
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The experimental class contained twenty-three students and

the control group contained twenty-two students. The

classes met bi-weekly for thirty-eight times. Both groups

received similar instruction except during a period of the

lesson devoted to melodic sight-singing. During this

time, the control group trained using conventional

techniques (blackboard and music staff paper) and the

experimental group trained using the tachistoscope. Hammer

compared mean scores and gains by use of the t-test and

Mann-Whitney U Test.

Comparison of students receiving traditional techniques

of music reading with students receiving tachistoscopic

training revealed that tachistoscopic training was

effective in teaching the subject. However, tachistoscopic

training was not found to be superior to traditional

training in teaching sight-singing to those students above

the class average in intelligence. Hammer concluded that

students below the average in intelligence benefited from

tachistoscopic training. 30

Mears used an IBM Model 024 Card Punch Console to

demonstrate the potential use of the machine to teach

rhythm and to record rhythmic responses for quantitative

evaluation. Mears' three-phase investigation included:

30 Ibid.
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1. The design of a machine to present stimulation and

reinforcement of rhythmic learning in either verbal,

notational, aural, or tactile modes, which would receive

and record student response in either verbal, notational,

or tactile modes;

2. The informal validation of the machine functions;

3. The formal testing of the machine capabilities.

Mears used twenty-one volunteers who were enrolled in

undergraduate school at Florida State University. The

subjects had not had any formal music training other than

that obtained in the elementary schools. After completing

two training sessions designed to familiarize the subjects

with the equipment, the subjects were given a pretest.

Changes in rhythmic understanding were found by comparing

the number of correct responses of the pre-program test

to the same item of the post-program test. Results of

the test indicated improvement in scores for vocabulary

and the notation of aural patterns. Mears concluded that_

it was possible to use the IBM Card Punch Console as a

rhythm training device.3 1

Doerksen designed and constructed an electronic device

that would provide individualized instruction leading to

the ability to perform rhythms independently and accurately.

31r Wilfred G. Mears, "Tri-Sensory Reinforcement of aRhythm Learning Program," unpublished doctoral dissertation,Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida, 1965.
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The purpose of the machine was to receive electronic

impulses that were initiated by pressing a button. The

electronic device had a front panel of thirty-two small

lamps. Exercises were performed by pressing the button in

time to a metronome. At the completion of a given

exercise, notes and rests played accurately were illumi-

nated; incorrect responses remained unlighted.

A field test was conducted to gather preliminary

information rather than definitive research data as to the

capabilities of the machine. The one-group pretest-

posttest design was used. The rhythmic exercises in

the study had several limitations. They consisted of

notated rhythmic patterns only--there was no reference to

pitch. The patterns were also restricted to those defined

by the rhythmic principles upon which Doerksen had based

the individual units. Of the fifteen subjects that were

selected randomly from high school music classes, eight had

taken private instrumental lessons.

Although Doerksen used a pretest and posttest to

measure improvement of sight-reading rhythms, he did not

explain how he derived the pretest or posttest and did not

state whether any reliability and validity coefficients

were determined. The results of Doerksen's study indicated

that use of the machine and materials contributed to the

improvement made by the subjects in their ability to

- f - --- - -
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sight-read rhythm. One of Doerksen's conclusions was that

"the phenomenon of transfer [of rhythm training to music

reading] is a primary concern, with information needed on

the extent to which the machine instruction transfers to

actual vocal or instrumental performance. "3 2  This conclu-

sion emphasized the need to test rhythm training devices in

order to determine if transfer of learning takes place.

Drake explored the manner in which trained players

responded to rhythmic notation and developed an instrument

which measured the precise increments of time involved.

Three variables related to beat were compared and measured:

(1) reproduction, (2) steadiness, and (3) subdivision

accuracy.

The apparatus Drake designed functioned by means of

tapping a key. Subject responses and a one-second time

line were recorded on a multi-channel FM instrumentation

tape recorder. The data contained on the magnetic tape

were transferred into visual form through the use of a

Dynograph chart recorder. Scoring of errors went beyond

the usual "right or wrong," and measured "how right" or

"how wrong" the errors were.

Drake used 32 subjects selected at random from the 218

freshmen students enrolled in the Purdue University Bands

32 David Paul Doerksen, "Development of an Electronic
Rhythmic Instructional Device," unpublished doctoral
dissertation, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, p. 52.
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in the fall of 1964. These students were then assigned

randomly to either the control group or the experimental

group. Subjects were given a pretest and a posttest. The

experimental subjects were given an explanation of imaged

subdivisions of the beat and were asked to use them in the

posttest. The control group subjects were motivated to

improve in performance by being told that practice would

have a positive effect on their ability to play the items.

The practice period for each subject was five minutes. The

pretest, identical to the posttest, was then administered.

Results indicated that objective and precise measurement of

beat reproduction, beat steadiness, and beat subdivision

accuracy can be made of performances of musical durational

notation. The major weakness of the study appeared to be

the amount of instruction time allotted. Five minutes is

a small amount of instruction time to ascertain a critical

measure of increased skill. Drake suggested that future

studies be designed to measure "beat durational skill"

while playing instruments at different tempo.3 3

Ihrke was one of the first to design an electronic

device for rhythm instruction. The study was designed to

determine the validity and effectiveness of applying

33 Alan H. Drake, "An Experimental Study of Selected
Variables in the Performance of Musical Durational
Notation," Journal of Research in Music Education, XVI
(Winter., 1968),, 329-338.
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automation concepts to the teaching of rhythm skills. A

stereo-tape machine wired to two lights that indicated early

responses and later responses, was used to furnish immediate

reinforcement of student performance. After completion of

each rhythm, the subject could repeat the same rhythm or

proceed to the next task. Performance was on an electronic

organ which was wired into the stereo-tape machine.

Students from a course, Fundamentals of Music (designed for

prospective classroom teachers), were divided randomly

into experimental and control groups. The experimental

group received training with the machine while the control

group received traditional instruction. A pretest-posttest

design was used. Irhke's results indicated that automated

rhythm training techniques were a useful supplement to music

instruction. Ihrke concluded that the subjects that

completed the automated training performed significantly

better than those exposed to the traditional mode of group

rhythm study. 34 Ihrke's machine was later disassembled. 35

Shrader also designed and constructed an electronic

rhythm training device that would aid rhythm training.

The purpose of Shrader's study was:

34 Walter R. Ihrke, An Experimental Study of the
Effectiveness and Validity of an Automated Rhythm Training
Program. Final Report, Office of Education, Washington,
D.C., March, 1969.

35 Walter Ihrke, telephone conversation with
George Massingale, January, 1975.
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to provide a method of rhythmic instruction that
was systematic and objective through which the
student would receive immediate response reinforce-
ment and the teacher would at the same time be
provided with a quantitative analysis of the
student' s response. 36

The subjects of the study were senior high school

instrumentalists enrolled as members of the University of

Oregon High School Music Camp in June, 1969. The experi-

mental group and control group were selected randomly

from a volunteer group of eighty students. The experi-

mental group was adjunct to the regular theory program

at the camp, and students in the experimental group were

exempted from the mandatory regular theory program.

The experimental group was given the pretest and both

the experimental and control groups were given the posttest.

The pretest measure was obtained from the experimental

subjects, although it was considered as part of the learning

process and not considered as a major factor affecting the

basic research design. Comparisons of posttest scores of

both groups with the experimental group's pretest and

posttest scores provided evidence of significant score

differences. Within both comparisons, the mean score of

the subjects who had participated in the program was

approximately sixty points higher than the mean score of

36 David Lewis Shrader, "An Aural Approach to Rhythmic
Sight Reading Based Upon Principles of Programmed
Learning," unpublished doctoral dissertation, University
of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, 1970, p. 3.
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subjects who had not participated. With the experimental

group, every subject showed an improvement in score between

pretest and posttest program measures. When examined

through the use of paired t-tests, the differences in

scores were found to be "significant at the .001 level of

confidence."37

This program was published and marketed as the Temporal

Acuity Products Rhythm System (TAP). TAP is a programmed

training device that consists of stereo cassette machines,

headphones, and a series of pre-recorded tapes. The

programmed method was constructed on a level of difficulty

commensurate with beginning students through advanced

students.38 The teaching procedure utilized a stereo

cassette tape teaching device with each channel treated

separately. The subject listens through headphones and

receives verbal instructions from the information channel.39

Instrumental excerpts were also recorded on the information

channel. The interruption channel contains the recorded

drum-tap which corresponds to the written exercises in the

manual. The TAP machine has a button located on the top

which can be depressed like a telegraph key. As the subject

37Ibid., p. 42.

3 8 David L. Shrader, The TAP Rhythm System, Inter-
mediate Series (Seattle, Washington, Temporal Acuity
Products, 1974).

3 9 Shrader, "An Aural Approach," p. 29.
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taps the button an electrical circuit to the interruption

channel is completed and the recorded drum tap becomes

audible. The recorded drum tap sound was produced by a

small muted membraneaphone that had a duration of approxi-

mately one-tenth of a second. A digital counter, also

located on top of the machine, provides a running total

of correct responses.

Swope's study was an attempt to determine whether any

improvement could be found in students' rhythm reading

ability after having used the Temporal Acuity Products

system. Swope's experimental design was the one-group

pretest-posttest design. Subjects were given a pretest,

administered the treatment, and then given the posttest.

Subjects used in the experiment were twenty volunteers

from the first theory course in the music theory sequence

at Pennsylvania State University. Each student in

the experimental group was required to spend no more than

one and one-half hours per week for six weeks,.or a total

of nine hours working with the TAP system. The pretest and

posttest consisted of a rhythm sight-reading test

constructed by Swope. The exercises were written on one

pitch only and considered to be of an easy to difficult

level for college students majoring in music or music

education. Each exercise had a definite metronome marking.

40 Ibid., p. 31.
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The students were tested on their major instruments although

the tests consisted of only one pitch, second space A for

treble clef and fourth line F for bass clef. All testing

was tape-recorded and randomly presented to three certified

music instructors for evaluation. Swope utilized a t-test

for dependent means to test the significance of the differ-

ence between the mean of the pretest and posttest scores

on the author-constructed rhythm sight-reading test. He

concluded that beginning music theory students who used the

TAP system improved their ability to sight-read rhythms.

A secondary hypothesis of the study was to compare the

posttest mean scores of the experimental group with mean

scores taken from an advanced theory control group that had

not received the treatment. A t-test for independent means

was used to test the significance of the difference in the

mean score of the beginning theory group with mean score

of the advanced theory group. The results of the comparison

revealed that no difference existed in the rhythm sight-

reading ability of the two groups.

There were several problems involved with the Swope

study. The fact that all subjects were volunteers may

have created an internal validity problem. Most people

who volunteer for experimental treatment are usually

wanting to improve their situation. It would have been

much more desirable had the subjects been selected at
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random. The second problem encountered was the fact that

Swope used a one-group design for the experiment. An

addition of a control group would have helped control

the possibility of internal invalidity. In testing a

secondary hypothesis, Swope introduced a control group

taken from an advanced music theory class. This group also

consisted of volunteers. In addition to being volunteers,

this group had completed nearly all of the theory course

at Pennsylvania State University. The final question

raised about Swope' s study concerned the sight-reading

test that was constructed for use as the pretest and

posttest. No statistics and rationales were given

concerning the information of this test.41

Summary

The studies that were reviewed dealt mainly with

rhythmic training as an aid to improving rhythm reading

skills but not necessarily overall sight-reading skills.

The software studies concerned visual perception and

bodily movement as aids to rhythmic training. Visual

perception studies investigated two approaches to rhythm

and note reading. One approach utilized the knowledge of

traditional notation, the other suggested that new ways of

41RichardL. Swope, "Improvement of Rhythm Sight
Reading Ability Through Use of the TAP System,"
Pennsylvania Music Educators Association Bulletin, XXVI
(Fall, 1977),, 23-26.
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notation be found. The latter approach is referred to as

metric-representational notation and has been subject to

some research in the field of music education.

The concept of bodily movement either through foot-

tapping or clapping of rhythms was successful in improving

rhythm reading skills as well as overall sight-reading

skills. The Boyle and Skornika studies indicated that

rhythm training, particularly involving movement (either

clapping or tapping), can be successful in the improvement

of sight-reading skills.

Of the studies involving electronic equipment, the

tachistoscope was among the first rhythm training devices.

The tachistoscopic studies did not attempt to measure

sight-reading skills, but measured only rhythmic reading

skills. When compared with traditional rhythm training

methods, the tachistoscope was not found to be more

effective. In the study by Hammer, tachistoscopic tech-

niques were proven to be superior to traditional

techniques with students below the class average in

intelligence. Wiley's study identified the students who

had received some private instruction and compared their

progress with those who had not received private music

instruction. The control of the private music instruction

variable was a factor considered to be of importance to

the present study. Of the electronic devices reviewed,
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Ihrke and Shrader appeared to have equipment that would

perform essentially the same tasks--providing pre-recorded

background music, a key to tap, and immediate feedback in

terms of correct or incorrect responses. Both devices

have been tested and are effective in improving rhythmic

sight-reading.

The TAP system, which incorporated the use of bodily

movement, equidistant spacing, self-pacing, and programmed

instruction, seemed to be a combination of the best

aspects of the software and hardware programs reviewed.

Since TAP is available and is currently being used

throughout the United States, it would appear to be the

best choice of programs to use for the investigation of

the ability to perform music at sight.



CHAPTER III

PROCEDURE FOR DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

The purpose of this study was to determine the effect

of a program of rhythmic training on the ability to perform

music at sight. The null hypotheses of the study were,

1. .There is no significant difference in sight-

reading skills between a group of students receiving a

program of rhythmic training (experimental group) and a

group of students not receiving a program of rhythmic

training (control group);

2. There is no significant difference in sight-

reading skills between a group of students receiving

private music instruction and a group of students not

receiving private music instruction;

3. There is no significant difference in sight-

reading skills between the experimental and control groups

derived from those students receiving private music

instruction;

4. There is no significant difference in sight-

reading skills between the experimental and control groups

derived from those students receiving no private music

instruction;

43
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5. There is no significant difference in sight-

reading skills from a pretest and retention test given to

all available subjects of the experimental group;

6. There is no significant difference in rhythm

reading skills between a group of students receiving a

program of rhythmic training (experimental group) and a

group of students not receiving a program of rhythmic

training (control group);

7. There is no significant difference in rhythm

reading skills between a group of students receiving

private music instruction and a group of students not

receiving private music instruction;

8. There is no significant difference in rhythm

reading skills between the experimental and control groups

derived from those students receiving private music

instruction;

9. There is no significant difference in rhythm

reading skills between the experimental and control groups

derived from those students receiving no private music

instruction.

Subjects

During the Spring semester, 1977, fifty-six wind

instrumentalists were enrolled in concert band at

Eastfield College and Richland College of the Dallas (Texas)

County Community College District. Of the fifty-six wind
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instrumentalists, twenty-nine were enrolled at Eastfield

College and twenty-seven at Richland College. Two students

from Richland College withdrew from school after the

administration of the pretest and were subsequently

dropped from the study, thus reducing the total number of

wind instrumentalists to fifty-four. The total subjects

were then divided into two pools, those receiving private

instruction and those receiving no private instruction.

From these pools random assignments were made to the

experimental and control groups. These four groups were

designated (1) experimental-no private instruction group,

(2) experimental-private instruction group, (3) control-

no private instruction group, and (4) control-private

instruction group (see Figure 1). In order to maintain

anonymity, a code number was assigned to all subjects in

the experiment.

Test Instrument

The Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale (WFPS) 1 was used

to measure the sight-reading ability of the students

participating in the study. The WFPS, Form A, was used

for the pretest and posttest measurements. This instrument

1 John E. Watkins and Stephen E. Farnum, The Watkins-
Farnum Performance Scale (Winona, Minnesota, 1964).
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Total Sample Size

N = 54

Total Subjects Taking
Private Instruction

N = 29

Control Experimental
Group Group
N =113 N=16

*Randomization

Total Subjects Not Taking
Private Instruction

N = 25

R*

Control Experimental
Group Group
N = 12 N = 13

Fig. 1-- Assignment of Subjects into Experimental and
Control Groups.

# 2
is adapted from the Watkins Cornet Scale which was

constructed by analyzing twenty-three widely-known teaching

methods for the cornet. It included a set of melodic

exercises ranging from simple to more difficult. Watkins

and Farnum made the following changes to accommodate other

instruments:

1. The scale was transposed into a key suitable
for the instrument being tested.

2. The notes of the exercises were kept within
the range of the instrument.

2John Watkins, "Objective Measurement of Instrumental
Performance" (New York, 1942).
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3. The limitations and difficulties of each
instrument were not exceeded.3

Validity of the WFPS was investigated by comparing

instructor ratings of students with their scores on the

test. A rank-order correlation was computed between the

ranks given by the instructors and the ranks determined

from the scores on the scale. The majority of the corre-

lation coefficients ranged from .80 to .94. 4 For purposes

of this study, the total sight-reading scores were used as

one measure of sight-reading skill. Because of the

emphasis on rhythm training,the rhythm scores were used

as a measure of rhythm reading skill.

Timetable for the Study

The following timetable was used for data collection

and administration of the experimental treatment:

March 8-11, 1977 Pretesting

March 14-18, 1977 Spring Break

March 21-April 29, 1977 Experimental Treatment

May 2-9, 1977 Posttesting

August 1-15, 1977 Retention Testing

The timetable was based upon the college schedules. The

six-week training time (one hour per week) was selected to

avoid the ten-day interruption of the Spring break. The

3Watkins and Farnum, o2. cit., p. 4.

4Ibid.,p. 5.
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pilot study (see Appendix B) had indicated that the subject

could complete the training in six hours. The study

5
followed the Pretest-Posttest Control Group Design with

the experimental group participating in the rhythmic

training program and regular band instruction and the

control group in band instruction only. The retention

test was administered to determine the long-range effec-

tiveness of the rhythmic training treatment.

Administration of the Treatment

The groups selected to receive the program of rhythmic

training performed the placement exercises of the TAP

Manual, Intermediate Series. The placement exercises were

designed to indicate the place at which the subject would

start based on the number of correct responses for each

test exercise. Students in the experimental group completed

a minimum of six hours training time using the TAP system.

The schedules are contained in Appendix A. The TAP

machines, tapes, and manuals were placed in listening

laboratories on the college campuses and were made

available to only the experimental groups.

5 Donald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stanley,
Experimental and Quasi-Experimental Designs for Research
(Chicago, 1966), p. 13.
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Administration of the Watkins-Farnum
Performance Scale

The pilot study was conducted in the Spring, 1977,

in order to determine whether the Watkins-Farnum

Performance Scale would be suitable as the measurement of

sight-reading ability. Since none of the subjects

"topped-out," (scored a perfect score on the pretest or

posttest), the test was assumed to be adequate. The

pilot study also pointed out several problem areas which

were corrected for this study. These problem areas

were:

1. A testing room that was not sound proof;

2. The performers did not play the examples at the

same tempo;

3. The pretests and posttests were evaluated by the

researcher;

4. The sample was too small (see Appendix B).

In order to correct testing room problems, the organ

studio at Eastfield College and the music library at

Richland College were selected because of their freedom

from distraction. Two student assistants administered the

pretests and posttests. A special training session was

conducted with the student assistants. This session

consisted of taking the WFPS as well as an explanation of the

directions for administration which were listed
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explicitly on page six of the WFPS Manual. The test

administrator's main responsibilities were to read the

printed instructions to the examinee and operate the tape

recorder, neither of which involved decision-making or

problem-solving. A schedule was circulated during band

rehearsals that allowed the students to select a testing

time that was convenient.

Equipment

The equipment necessary for testing sessions included

two cassette tape recorders and two metronomes. The tape

recorders used were a Sears solid-state cassette recorder

with an on-off switch located on the microphone and a

Wollensak Model 2620AV cassette recorder-player with a

record-pause mechanism. Each test administrator used the

same tape recorder throughout the testing sessions. Two

Franz electronic metronomes were used to establish the

tempi of the exercises and were stopped two measures into

the exercises.

Scoring the Watkins-Farnum
Performance Scale

Two evaluators were used to score subject performances

of the pretests and posttests. The evaluators were selected

using the following criteria: (1) five or more years

experience in teaching instrumental music, (2) a minimum

of a master's degree in music or music education, and
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(3) recent experience judging band contests and solo and

ensemble contests.

A training session was devoted to explaining the

directions printed in the WFPS Manual. In order to reach

common agreement on scoring procedures, both judges

evaluated a recording taken from the pilot study (see

Appendix B). Rhythm errors were circled and all other

errors indicated by a slash. After each exercise, the

judges compared scores and discussed any differences which

occurred. After completion of the experiment, the

evaluators were each given approximately one-half of the

pretests and posttest to grade. Total grading time for

both evaluators was thirty hours and fifteen minutes.

The data for each student were recorded to provide the

following information: (1) pretest raw score on the

WFPS, (2) posttest raw score on the WFPS, and (3) retention

test raw score on the WFPS.

Reliability of the Rater's Judgment

An estimate of reliability of the raters was

established by taking sample items from recordings

evaluated by one rater and comparing them with the other

rater's evaluation. One exercise from each subject at

Richland College was taken from the pretest tapes and

arranged on a separate tape to be scored by the other
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rater. Thus, the tape received by the Eastfield rater

contained twenty-seven exercises. A coefficient for

reliability was estimated by using the rater's scores for

each of the twenty-seven exercises to compute a Pearson

Product-Moment Correlation. A t-test was used to determine

if the relationship between the rater's scores was

significant (p<.05).

Comparison of the Experimental
and Control Groups

Two sets of analyses were performed to compare the

experimental and control groups. For one analysis, the

dependent variable was the posttest scores on the WFPS that

included total error scores; for the other analysis, the

dependent variable was the posttest scores on the WFPS

that included only rhythm scores.

Two-way factorial analysis of covariance was the

statistical treatment used to determine whether to reject

or retain the null hypotheses. Since the group numbers

6
were unequal, a technique suggested by Winer which takes

into account unequal cell frequencies, was used. The

main effects of the analysis of covariance were the

treatment (rhythmic training) and instruction (private

and no private instruction). If interaction were

6 B. J. Winer, Statistical Principles in Experimental

Design (New York, 1976), pp. 792-796.
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significant, it would then be necessary to compute another

analysis of covariance in order to examine the simple

effects (single cells).

For both analyses, the analysis of covariance

technique was used to hold constant the uncontrollable

factors such as maturation and age that might have had an

effect on final achievement. The pretest score on the

WFPS was the covariable, and the posttest score was the

dependent variable. Independent variables were the

treatment (rhythmic training and no rhythmic training)

and instruction (private instruction and no private

instruction).

Using the total sight--reading scores from the pretest

and retention data, the long-term effect of rhythmic

training on the ability to perform music at sight was

tested by computing a t-test for related samples.
7

7John T. Roscoe, Fundamental Research Statistics for
the Behavioral Sciences (New York, 1969), pp. 170-174.



CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION OF THE DATA

Description of the Data

The purpose of this study was to determine the

effectiveness of a program of rhythmic training on the

ability of wind instrumentalists to perform music at

sight. The null hypotheses of the study were:

1. There is no significant difference in sight-

reading sk:Llls between a group of students receiving a

program of rhythmic training (experimental group) and a

group of students not receiving a pro;ram of rhythmic

training (control group);

2. There is no significant difference in sight-

reading skills between a group of students receiving

private music instruction and a group of students not

receiving private music instruction;

3. There is no significant difference in sight-reading

skills between the experimental and control groups derived

from those students receiving private music instruction;

4. There is no significant difference in sight-

reading skills between the experimental and control groups

derived from those students receiving no private music

instruction;

54
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5. There is no significant difference in sight-

reading skills from a pretest and retention test given

to all available subjects of the experimental group;

6. There is no significant difference in rhythm

reading skills between a group of students receiving a

program of rhythmic training (experimental group) and a

group of students not receiving a program of rhythmic

training (control group);

7. There is no significant difference in rhythm

reading skills between a group of students receiving

private music instruction and a group of students not

receiving private music instruction;

8. There is no significant difference in rhythm

reading skills between the experimental and control

groups derived from those students receiving private

music instruction;

9. There is no significant difference in rhythm

reading skills between the experimental and control

groups derived from those students receiving no private

music instruction.

Estimation of Rater Reliability

In order to estimate the reliability of the raters,

a Pearson Product-Moment Correlation coefficient was

obtained between the sample test items drawn from Rater A

and judged by Rater B. Raw scores are given in Appendix C.
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The Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient was

0.951, and the t-test for significance produced a value of

15.316, which was statistically significant at the .05

level of confidence.

TABLE I

t-TEST FOR ESTIMATION OF RATER RELIABILITY

Rater A Rater B

Mean 5.3 6.0

Standard Deviation 4.3 4.4

t = 15.316

r = 0.951

df = 26

As a first step in examining the effects of the

rhythmic training on the ability to perform music at

sight, means, standard deviations, and mean gain scores

of the WFPS are presented. To more closely review the

effect of the experimental treatment on the ability to

sight-read music, analyses of the total sight-reading

scores are provided in Table II, and analyses for the

rhythm scores are provided in Table III for each of the

four groups distinguished in the study. The raw data,

upon which the results of the study were based, are

included in Appendix C.
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TABLE II

MEAN GAIN SCORES FROM TOTAL SIGHT-READING
SCORES FOR EACH OF THE FOUR GROUPS

Pretest Posttest
Standard Standard Mean

Group Mean Deviation Mean Deviation Gain

Experimental

Private 81.6 27.3 87.1 28.7 5.5

No Private 74.0 19.6 74.8 21.3 e.8

Control

Private 96.2 21.0 99.5 22.2 3.3

No Private 71.1 23.0 69.1 20.8 -2.0

TABLE III

MEAN GAIN SCORES FROM RHYTHM SCORES
FOR EACH OF THE FOUR GROUPS

Pretest Posttest
Standard Standard Mean

Group Mean Deviation Mean Deviation Gain

Experimental

Private 99.0 27.8 105.5 21.2 6.5

No Private 93.5 16.9 97.6 17.9 4.1

Control

Private 115.1 15.8 116.4 16.5 1.3

No Private 87.6 17.6 84.8 13.3 -2.8
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By comparing the pretest and posttest means for the

four groups as shown in Table II, the mean gain from the

pretest to posttest was greatest among the students in the

experimental-private group (5.5). The students in the

control-private group also showed an improvement (3.3).

However, the students not receiving private instruction and

receiving rhythmic training showed the lowest positive

mean gain (0.8) and those students not receiving private

instruction and receiving no rhythmic training showed a

decrease in mean gain scores (-2.0).

The mean gain was greatest among the students in the

experimental-private group (6.5) as seen by comparing the

pretest and posttest means for the four groups in Table III.

Each other group, except the control-no private group,

showed a mean gain from pretest to posttest. However, this

mean gain was not as great as that of the experimental-

private group. As was observed in Table III

in the control-no private instruction group showed a

decrease in mean gain score (-2.8).

Effectiveness of the Experimental
Treatment

Hypotheses One through Four and Six through Nine were

tested by the analysis of covariance technique using the

data collected from the pretests and posttests. Hypothesis

Five was tested by computing a t-test for related samples.
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The results are shown in Table V. The results of the

two-way factorial analysis of covariance for Hypotheses

One through Four are shown in Table IV at the end of the

discussion for Hypothesis Four. The results for Hypotheses

Six through Nine are shown in Table VI at the end of

the discussion for Hypothesis Nine.

Null Hypothesis One

There is no significant difference in sight-reading
skills between a group of students receiving a program
of rhythmic training (experimental group) and a group
of students not receiving a program of rhythmic training
(control group) .

Using all errors on the WFPS as the dependent

variable in testing the effectiveness of the program of

rhythmic training on sight-reading ability of college

students, the group which received rhythmic training

showed a mean gain score of 6.5, and the group not

receiving the program of rhythmic training showed a mean

gain score of 1.3. As shown in Table IV, the difference

between the rhythmic training group and the group not

receiving rhythmic training produced an Fvalue of 1.4

when tested by the two-way factorial analysis of covariance

technique. This F value was not statistically significant.

Thus, Null Hypothesis One was retained.
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Null Hypothesis Two

There is no significant difference in sight-reading
skills between a group of students receiving private music

instruction and a group of students not receiving private
music instruction.

When using total scores in testing the effect of

private instruction on the improvement of music sight-

reading ability, the students who were studying privately

showed a marked mean gain score of 5.5 and 3.3 over the

students not studying privately of .8 and-2.0. As shown

in Table IV, the difference between the private instruction

groups and the no private instruction groups produced an F

value of 6.221 when tested by the two-way factorial analysis

of covariance technique. This F value was statistically

significant. Thus Null Hypothesis Two was rejected and

the result indicated that private music instruction did

have an effect on the improvement of sight-reading skills.

Null Hypothesis Three

There is no significant difference in sight-reading
skills between the experimental and control groups derived
from those students receiving private music instruction.

Both groups, experimental-private and control-private,

showed a mean gain score of 5.5 and 3.3, respectively.

As shown in Table IV, the difference between training and

instruction (interaction) produced an F value of 0.069

when tested by the two-way factorial analysis of covariance

technique. This F value was not significant. Thus, Null

Hypothesis Three was retained.
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Null Hypothesis Four

There is no significant difference in sight-reading
skills between the experimental and control groups derived
from those students receiving no private music instruction.

When using total scores in testing the effect of no

private instruction, the experimental-no private group

showed a slight mean gain score (0.8 ) and the control-no

private group showed a negative mean gain score (-2.0).

The difference between training and instruction (inter-

action) produced an F value of 0.069 when tested by the

two-way factorial analysis of covariance technique. This

F value was not statistically significant. Thus, Null

Hypothesis Four was retained.

TABLE IV

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE USING TOTAL SCORES AS THE DEPENDENT

VARIABLE FOR EFFECT OF RHYTHMIC TRAINING

Sum of Degrees of Mean
Groups Squares Freedom Square F

Training versus
no training 73.961 1 73.961 1.407

Lessons versus
no lessons 327.058 1 327.058 6.221*

Training versus
lesson
interaction 3.602 1 3.602 0.069

Error 2576.139 49 52.574

*p < .05.
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Null Hyothesis Five

There is no significant difference in sight-reading
skills from a pretest and retention test given to all

available subjects of the experimental group.

Null Hypothesis Five was tested by computing a t-test

for related samples using the data collected from the

pretests and the retention tests. The means, standard

deviations, and obtained value for the t-test are reported

in Table V.

TABLE V

t-TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE BETWEEN PRETESTS AND
RETENTION TESTS OF AVAILABLE SUBJECTS OF

THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

Pretest Retention Test Mean Gain

Mean 74.73 85.55 10.820

Standard Deviation 27.68 30.00

t = 5.940*

df = 10

*p < .05.

The mean gain from pretest to retention test was 10.820.

The difference between pretest and retention test scores

produced a t-ratio of 5.940. This t-ratio was statis-

tically significant. Thus, Null Hypothesis Five was

rejected, indicating that with this portion of the
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experimental group, the rhythmic training program did have

a long-term effect on the improvement of sight-reading

skills.

Null Hypothesis Six

There is no significant difference in rhythm reading
skills between a group of students receiving a program
of rhythmic training (experimental group) and a group
of students not receiving a program of rhythmic training
(control group) .

When using rhythm scores as the dependent variable

in testing the effectiveness of the program of rhythmic

training on sight-reading ability of college students, the

group which received rhythmic training showed a mean gain

score of 10.6, and the group not receiving the program of

rhythmic training showed a mean gain score of -1.6. As

observed in Table VI, the difference between the rhythmic

training group and the group not receiving rhythmic training

produced an F value of 5.692 when tested by the two-way

factorial analysis of covariance technique. This F value

was statistically significant at the .05 level of confi-

dence. Thus, Null Hypothesis Six was rejected, indicating

that the program of rhythmic training was effective in

improving rhythm reading skills.

Null Hypothesis Seven

There is no significant difference in rhythm reading
skills between a group of students receiving private music

instruction and a group of students not receiving private

music instruction.

, , ' ' I I
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When using rhythm scores as the dependent variable in

testing the differences in sight-reading ability between a

group of students receiving private music instruction and a

group of students not receiving private music instruction,

the students who were studying privately showed a mean gain

score of 7.8, and the students not studying privately

showed a mean gain score of 1.3. As shown in Table VI,

the difference between the private instruction groups and

the no private instruction groups produced an F value of

3.095 when tested by the two-way factorial analysis of

covariance technique. This F value was not statistically

significant. Thus, Null Hypothesis Seven was retained.

Null Hypothesis Eight

There is no significant difference in rhythm reading

skills between the experimental and control groups derived
from those students receiving private music instruction.

When using rhythm scores as the dependent variable in

testing the differences in sight-reading ability between

the experimental and control groups derived from the

students receiving private music instruction, the

experimental-private group showed a mean gain of 6.5 and

the control-private group showed a mean gain of 1.3. As

shown in Table VI, the difference between training and

instruction (interaction) produced an F value of .481 when

tested by the two-way analysis of covariance technique.
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This F value was not significant. Thus, Null Hypothesis

Eight was retained.

Null Hypothesis Nine

There is no significant difference in rhythm reading
skills between the experimental and control groups derived
from those students receiving no private music instruction.

When using rhythm scores as the dependent variable in

testing the differences in sight-reading ability between

the experimental and control groups derived from those

students receiving no private music instruction, the

experimental-no private instruction group showed a mean

gain of 4.1 and the control-no private instruction group

showed a mean gain of -2.8. As shown in Table VI, the

difference between training and instruction (interaction)

produced an F value of .481 when tested by the two-way

factorial analysis of covariance technique. This F value

was not significant. Thus, when considering only rhythm

errors, Null Hypothesis Nine was retained.

Summary

Upon examination of the effect of the program of

rhythmic training upon the ability to perform music at

sight, the program of rhythmic training was determined

not to be a significant factor. However, when examining

the program of rhythmic training upon the rhythm reading
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TABLE VI

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE USING RHYTHM SCORES AS THE DEPENDENT

VARIABLE FOR EFFECT OF RHYTHMIC TRAINING

Sum of Degrees of Mean

Groups Squares Freedom Square F

Training versus
no training 433.032 1 433.032 5.692*

Lessons versus
no lessons 255.432 1 255.432 3.095

Training versus
lesson
interaction 36.622 1 36.622 0.481

Error 3727.569 49 76.036

*p < .05.

skills, the program of rhythmic training was determined to

be a significant factor.

When examining the effect of private music instruction

on overall sight-reading ability, private instruction was

found to be a significant factor in the ability to perform

music at sight. However, private music instruction was

not determined to be a significant factor in the improve-

ment of rhythmic reading ability.

When comparing the effect of the program of rhythmic

training on a group of students receiving private music

instruction with a group of students receiving only

private music instruction, there was no significant
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difference in overall sight-reading performance. There

was also no significant difference in rhythm-reading

performance between the same groups.

When comparing the effect of the program of rhythmic

training upon a group of students receiving no private

music instruction with a group of students receiving no

rhythmic training and no private instruction, the

results indicated there was no significant difference in

overall sight-reading performance. There was also no

significant difference in rhythm reading performance by

the same group.

When determining the long-term effect of the program

of rhythmic training a group of students derived from

the experimental group, the program of rhythmic training

was found to be a significant factor in the improvement

of sight-reading ability.

1 I I I



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS,

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The purpose of the study was to determine the effect of

a program of rhythmic training on the ability to perform

music at sight. The specific problems of the study were

1. To determine the difference in music reading skills

between a group of students receiving a program of rhythmic

training and a group of students receiving no rhythmic

training;

2. To determine the difference in music reading skills

between a group of students receiving private music

instruction and a group of students receiving no private

music instruction;

3. To determine the difference in music reading skills

between a group of students receiving a program of rhythmic

training in addition to private music instruction and a

group of students receiving only private music instruction;

4. To determine the difference in music reading skills

between a group of students receiving a program of rhythmic

reading and no private music instruction and a group of

students receiving no private music instruction;

68
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5. To determine the long-term effect of a program of

rhythmic training on a group of students derived from the

experimental group.

The study was limited to determining the effectiveness

of a program of rhythmic training upon the ability to

perform music at sight. The experimental sample was drawn

from the student bodies of Eastfield and Richland Colleges

of the Dallas County Community College District, Dallas,

Texas. The experiment was conducted during the Spring

semester, 1977. A retention test was given in August in

order to determine the long-range effect of the program of

rhythmic training.

Wind instrumentalists enrolled in the concert bands

at Eastfield and Richland Colleges were classified according

to whether or not they were studying privately, and then

they were assigned randomly to control and experimental

groups. The students assigned to the experimental groups

completed a minimum of six hours of rhythmic training

utilizing the Temporal Acuity Products system in addition

to the regular band rehearsal. The students assigned to

the control group participated in the regular band

rehearsal.

The Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale, Form A, was used

as the pretest and posttest measures. Two sets of scores

were obtained from the pretest and posttest. The overall

I I
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score based on all errors and the rhythm error score

counting only rhythm errors. Testing rooms and testing

procedures were monitored closely in order to assure

similar conditions during the tape recording. The

completed tapes were then judged by two raters.

The statistical procedures utilized to test the

hypotheses expressed for the experiment were two-way

analysis of covariance, Pearson Product-Moment Correlation,

and t-test. In addition, descriptive statistics were

computed to enable a thorough review of the data.

Findings

The findings based upon the data reported in Chapter

IV are as follows.

1. When using the total scores on the WFPS as the

dependent variable, the F value determined for the effect

of the experimental treatment (rhythmic training) was not

significant. There were no significant differences in

scores between students receiving rhythmic training and

those not receiving rhythmic training. Thus Null

Hypothesis One was retained.

2. When using the total scores on the WFPS as the

dependent variable, the F value determined for the effect

of private lessons (private lessons versus no private

lessons) was statistically significant. The mean gain
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scores indicated that those students studying privately

showed the most gain. Thus, Null Hypothesis Two was

rejected.

3. When using the total scores on the WFPS as the

dependent variable, the F value determined for the effect

of interaction (instruction versus training) was not

significant. There were no significant differences in

scores between the experimental and control groups derived

from those students receiving private music instruction.

Thus, Null Hypothesis Three was retained.

4. When using total scores on the WFPS as the

dependent variable, the F value determined for the effect

of interaction (instruction versus training) was not

significant. There were no significant differences in

scores between the experimental and control groups

derived from those students receiving no private music

instruction. Thus, Null Hypothesis Four was retained.

5. When using total scores on the WFPS as the

dependent variable, the t-ratio determined for the long-

term effect of a program or rhythmic training on the

ability to perform music at sight was significant. Thus,

Null Hypothesis Five was rejected.

6. When using rhythm scores on the WFPS as the

dependent variable, the F value determined for the effect
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of the experimental treatment (rhythmic training) was

statistically significant. There were significant differ-

ences in scores between students receiving rhythmic

training and those not receiving rhythmic training. Thus,

Null Hypothesis Six was rejected.

7. When using rhythm scores on the WFPS as the

dependent variable, the F value determined for the effect

of private lessons (private lessons versus no private

lessons) was not significant. Thus, Null Hypothesis

Seven was retained,.

8. When using rhythm scores on the WFPS as the

dependent variable, the F value determined for the effect

of interaction (music instruction versus rhythm training)

was not significant. There were no significant differ-

ences in rhythm errors between the experimental and

control groups derived from those students receiving

private music instruction. Thus, Null Hypothesis Eight

was retained.

9. When using rhythm scores on the WFPS as the

dependent variable, the F value determined for the effect

of interaction (instruction versus training) was not

significant. There were no significant differences

in rhythm error scores between the experimental and

control groups derived from those students receiving no
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private music instruction. Thus, Null Hypothesis Nine was

retained.

Conclusions

From the findings it was concluded that if one

considered total sight-reading scores as the criterion

measurement, the program of rhythmic training did not

effect the ability to perform music at sight. However,

when considering rhythm scores, the program of rhythmic

training did have an effect on the ability to sight-read

rhythms. It was concluded that a transfer of training from

rhythm reading to sight-reading did not take place.

When considering total sight-reading scores as the

criterion measurement, private instruction had an effect

on the ability to perform music at sight. Private instruc-

tion was also effective in the improvement of rhythm

reading skills. Therefore, private instruction was an

influence on overall sight-reading improvement as well as

rhythmic reading improvement.

Results of the retention test indicated an improvement

in the experimental group's scores over an extended period

of time. This improvement indicated that when tested again

after a period of time (two months) the program of

rhythmic training did have an effect on the ability to

perform music at sight. In view of the limited number of

subjects available, it could be that only the successful
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students were available at the retention testing time.

Since the long-term effect did indicate an improvement

in sight-reading performance, it is important that this

aspect be examined using a larger population.

As a result of the study, a question might be raised

concerning the construct which music educators have

embraced of attempting to divide sight-reading skills

into different elements. Possibly there is a hierarchy

of skills in which the ability to sight-read rhythms is

only one aspect. Furthermore, there might be a combination

of skills which must improve simultaneously in order to

affect overall sight-reading ability. As far as immediate

learning transfer was concerned, private instruction,

which incorporates several skills simultaneously, was an

influence on overall sight-reading improvement.

Recommendations for Further Study

Dependent upon the results and conclusions, it is

recommended that for future studies, researchers should

consider an approach other than rhythmic training to

improve the ability to perform music at sight. It is

suggested that an approach which incorporates the

simultaneous use of the various aspects of sight-reading

be investigated. If, however, researchers should wish to

focus on rhythmic training as a basis of exploring sight-

reading, the following recommendations are suggested:

mm -
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1. A study which would compare the TAP program of

rhythmic training with another program of rhythmic training

could be conducted. This study should investigate the

self-paced aspect of TAP.

2. The study should be replicated at the high school

or junior high school level where sight-reading skills may

be at a lesser level.

3. Since the retention test indicated a gain from

the pretest and only involved a portion of the experimental

group, an experiment which would test the effectiveness

of the program of rhythmic training over a longer period

of time could be conducted using all subjects in the

retention testing.

4. The TAP program should be tested in a situation

where students with definite rhythm problems are identified

and exposed to the TAP system of rhythmic training.

5. A test should be constructed which would measure

rhythmic precision. The TAP program requires acute

precision due to the one-tenth of a second time limits for

a correct response.

6. Another standardized achievement test needs to be

devised. The WFPS is the only instrumental achievement

test currently available. The exercises in the WFPS not

only becomes more difficult rhythmically, but the tempo,

range, and key signatures also increase in difficulty,
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thus, making it difficult to determine if rhythmic training

was effective.
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APPENDIX A



TAP TRAINING SCHEDULE--RICHLAND COLLEGE

Student Number Starting Tape Pretest

46 23 82

39 31 92

36 15 82

34 31 96

41 34 117

44 13 73

43 31 79

48 23 75

37 23 83

38 34 117

42 34 75

47 13 58

45 15 113

35 31 59

40 15 60

Average

Posttest Ending Tape

85 27

92 39

86 33

100 36

121 39

74 18

88 39

75 27

95 30

124 37

91 39

51 19

112 19

62 39

53 21

24 31

78
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TAP TRAINING SCHEDULE--EASTFIELD COLLEGE

Student Number Starting Tape Pretest

51 34 51

29 23 85

52 7 40

49 23 93

32 31 79

30 1 55

33 34 118

54 23 73

53 31 49

27 34 93

50 23 59

28 1 19

26 23 51

31 31 99

Average 23

POsttest Ehding Tape

49 39

86 37

38 19

90 39

89 37

74 25

125 39

75 32

50 39

106 39

53 31

24 20

49 31

106 39

33
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A PILOT STUDY TO DETERMINE THE EFFECT OF A

PROGRAM OF RHYTHMIC TRAINING ON THE ABILITY

TO PERFORM MUSIC AT SIGHT

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to determine the effect

of a program of rhythmic training on the ability to perform

music at sight.

Problem of the Study

The problem of this study was to determine the differ-

ence in music reading skills between a group of students

receiving a program of rhythmic training and a group of

students receiving no rhythmic training.

Procedural Steps

The procedural steps necessary for investigating this

problem are the

1. Determination of the music reading improvement for

a group of students receiving rhythmic training in addition

to private music instruction;

2. Determination of the music reading improvement for

a group of students receiving rhythmic training and no

private music instruction;

81
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3. Comparison of the music reading improvement

between students receiving private music instruction in

addition to rhythmic training with students receiving only

private music instruction;

4. Comparison of the music reading improvement

between students receiving no private music instruction

in addition to rhythmic training with students receiving

no private music instruction and no rhythmic training.

Definition of Terms

For the purposes of this study, the following terms

were defined.

Sight-reading ability--refers to the tasks included in

the Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale, Form A.

Rhythm--refers only to the tasks employed in the

program of the Temporal Acuity Products (TAP), Intermediate

Series.

Design of the Study

Basic Hypotheses

The basic hypotheses of this study were:

1. There will be no significant difference in scores

on the Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale between the

experimental and control groups derived from those students

receiving private music instruction;
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2. There will be no significant differences in scores

on the Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale between the experi-

mental and control groups derived from those students

receiving no private music instruction;

3. There will be no significant differences in scores

on the Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale between students in

the experimental group;

4. There will be no significant differences in scores

on the Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale between students in

the control group.

The hypotheses were investigated through the pretest-

posttest control group design suggested by Campbell and

Stanley. The experimental groups will receive the program

of rhythmic training and the control groups will proceed

normally.

Subjects

The subjects used in this study were twenty wind

instrumentalists enrolled during the Spring semester, 1977,

in the symphonic band at North Mesquite High School,

Mesquite, Texas. Subjects currently enrolled in private

instruction were identified and assigned randomly to the

control and experimental groups. The subjects not studying

privately were also assigned randomly to the control and

1 Donald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stanley, Experimental
and Quasi-experimental Designs for Research (Chicago:
Rand McNally Publishing Company, 1966), p. 13.
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experimental groups. The following diagram outlines the

selection and assignment procedure:

All Wind
Instrumentalists

N=llO

Private Lessons No Private Lessons
N=10 N=10

Control Experimental Control Experimental
N=5 N=5 N=5 N=5

The groups receiving TAP rhythmic training performed

the placement exercises in the TAP manual, Intermediate

Series. The tapes which accompany the manual designate

the place at which the subject will start based on the

number of correct responses to the placement exercise.

Tests and Instruments

Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale. --Sight-reading

achievement was measured by the Watkins-Farnum Performance

Scale. Form A was used as the pretest and posttest measure-

ment. Information concerning validity and construction is

listed on pages 19 and 20 of the proposal.

Evaluator.--Subject performances on the pretests and

posttests were evaluated by the researcher.
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Data Collection and Analysis

All subjects completed the Watkins-Farnum Performance

Scale, Form A, as the pretest for the study. The subjects

assigned to the experimental groups began the TAP program

of rhythmic training. The subjects assigned to the control

groups were cautioned not to use the TAP machines.

Timetable for the study.--

January 3-5 Pretesting

January 6-February 11 Experimental treatment

February 14-15 Posttesting

The experimental treatment consisted of thirty minutes

each school day.

The analysis of covariance technique was used to hold

constant the factors that might have an effect on final

achievement. Pretest scores on the Watkins-Farnum Perform-

ance Scale were the covariable. The posttest scores on the

Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale were the dependent

variable. Independent variables were the treatment

(rhythmic training and no rhythmic training) and lessons

(private lessons and no private lessons).

- -I.- - , , 11
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Results

TABLE I

MEAN RAW SCORES FOR EACH GROUP

Group N Pretest Posttest

Experimental-private lessons 5 79.600 87.400

Experimental-no private lessons 5 60.800 68.400

Control-private lessons 3 70.667 60.333

Control-no private lessons 4 55.500 67.250

TABLE II

RESULTS OF 2 x 2 ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

Sum of Degrees of Mean
Groups Squares Freedom Squares F

Training versus no
training 96.960 1 96.960 1.103

Lessons versus no
lessons 582.409 1 482.409 6.623*

Interaction 459.874 1 459.874 5.230*

Error 1055.198 12 87.933

*Significant at .05 level.
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The F-score of 6.623 was significant at the .05 level,

thus indicating differences between subjects studying

privately and those not studying privately. The significant

F-score for interaction indicates that a more in-depth

analysis of the data is necessary.

TABLE III

RESULTS OF 2 x 2 ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE
FOR PRIVATE LESSONS ONLY

Sum of Degrees of Mean
Groups Squares Freedom Squares F

Training versus no
training 391.848 1 391.848 2.740

Error 714.998 5 143.000

TABLE IV

RESULTS OF 2 x 2 ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE
FOR NO PRIVATE LESSONS

Degrees of Mean
Groups Squares Freedom Squares F

Training versus no
training 50.274 1 50.274 0.914

Error 330.190 6 55.032
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The results of the analysis of the simple effects

indicate that within groups of instrumentalists separated

according to private lessons and no private lessons, there

were no significant differences in scores on the Watkins-

Farnum Performance Scale.

Conclusions

The analysis of covariance of the main effects

indicated a significant difference in scores on the Watkins-

Farnum Performance Scale between students studying privately

and students not studying privately. After computing the

analysis of covariance of the simple effects, there was a

difference in scores between these two groups but this

difference was not statistically significant.

All hypotheses stated earlier were retained, thus

indicating that the program of rhythmic training did not have

an effect on the ability to perform music at sight.

Problems Encountered

Several factors that may have had an effect on this

study were

1. The testing room was adjacent to the band rehearsal

room. The amount of outside sound varied considerably

from subject to subject;
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2. The instructions for administering the Watkins-

Farnum Performance Scale were not explicit concerning the

use of the metronome for tempi;

3. The pretests and posttests were evaluated by the

researcher;

4. The small sample and the mortality rate would tend

to make the results inconclusive.

Steps to Solve Problems

1. Testing at Eastfield and Richland Colleges will be

administered in a room that will not have outside inter-

ference;

2. Metronome tempi will be set each time there is a

tempo change in order to assure equal evaluation of each

subject;

3. Two judges will be used to evaluate the pretests

and posttests. Rater reliability will be obtained;

4. The sample will be considerably larger. Several

subjects will be kept in reserve to be used if a subject

drops out of the experiment.
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PILOT STUDY RAW DATA

Pretest Posttest
Group SubjectjScore Score Gain

Experimental (Private
Lessons)

Experimental (No Private
Lessons)

Control (Private Lessons)

Control (No Private
Lessons)

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

85
74
56
85
98

60
75
47
55
67

76
59
77

47
45
61
55
61

89
74
65
98

ill

62
88
45
75
72

58
35
88
67

59
76
65
69

4
0
9

13
13

2
13

-2
20
5

-14
-24
11

14
15
10
8

--_ _ _ _ _ _ ___ ___ I__ _1 _ _ _I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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TOTAL SIGHT-READING SCORES

EXPERIMENTAL-PRIVATE INSTRUCTION

GROUP RAW DATA

Subject Number Pretest Score Posttest Score Retention Score

26 51 49

27 93 106

28 19 24 23

29 85 86 88

30 55 74 70

31 99 106 117

32 79 89 100

33 118 125 132

34 96 100

35 59 62

36 82 86

37 83 95

38 117 124

39 93 92

40 60 53

41 117 121

92
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TOTAL SIGHT-READING SCORES

EXPERIMENTAL-NO PRIVATE INSTRUCTION GROUP

RAW DATA

Subject Number Pretest Score Posttest Score Retention Score

42 75 91

43 79 88

44 73 74

45 113 112

46 82 85

47 58 51

48 75 75

49 93 90 101

50 59 53 73

51 93 91 98

52 40 38 --

53 49 50 55

54 73 75 84
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TOTAL SIGHT-READING SCORES

CONTROL-PRIVATE INSTRUCTION GROUP

RAW DATA

Subject Number Pretest Score Posttest Score

1 99 118

2 103 103

3 94 87

4 100 99

5 60 69

6 66 67

7 104 90

8 127 126

9 78 76

10 74 86

11 110 128

12 114 121

13 122 124



This page has been inserted during digitization.

Either the original page was missing or the

original pagination was incorrect.
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TOTAL SIGHT-READING SCORES

CONTROL-NO PRIVATE INSTRUCTION GROUP

RAW DATA

Subject Number Pretest Score Posttest Score

14 90 85

15 61 70

16 29 31

17 72 72

18 91 80

19 58 45

20 85 80

21 45 52

22 74 68

23 76 74

24 57 79

25 115 112
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RHYTHM SCORES OF THE

EXPERIMENTAL-PRIVATE INSTRUCTION GROUP

RAW DATA

Subject Number Pretest Score Posttest Score

26 69 57

27 107 120

28 26 38

29 101 108

30 68 77

31 113 115

32 91 109

33 132 129

34 110 124

35 98 95

36 105 107

37 110 117

38 134 141

39 114 129

40 78 91

41 128 131
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RHYTHM SCORES OF THE

EXPERIMENTAL-NO PRIVATE INSTRUCTION GROUP

RAW DATA

Subject Number Pretest Score Posttest Score

42 111 132

43 96 94

44 88 91

45 130 134

46 111 115

47 65 66

48 97 96

49 110 108

50 87 90

51 109 110

52 59 62

53 61 68

54 91 103
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RHYTHM SCORES OF THE

CONTROL-PRIVATE INSTRUCTION GROUP

RAW DATA

Subject Number Pretest Score Posttest Score

117 130

2 119 111

3 112 106

4 131 114

5 94 98

6 82 85

7 112 115

8 132 141

9 92 90

10 93 105

11 131 137

12 131 140

13 141 141
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RHYTHM SCORES OF THE

CONTROL-NO PRIVATE INSTRUCTION GROUP

RAW DATA

Subject Number Pretest Score Posttest Score

14 102 95

15 76 80

16 48 44

17 86 86

18 107 104

19 77 61

20 103 92

21 64 89

22 92 80

23 102 97

24 69 79

25 125 110
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RAW DATA FOR

t-TEST FOR ESTIMATION OF RATER RELIABILITY

WFPS Test Items Rater A Rater B

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

13

10

9

8

4

5

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

12

9

10

10

6

10

9

2

8

0

5

0

8

3

13

10

10

9

7

7

1

3

0

7

0

0

0

12

9

10

10

9

10

10

I

9

0

6

0

7

3

r = 0.951, t = 15.316, p < .01.
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